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Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course date:
- Revising programming assignment #1 so that it is perceived as more relevant by students.
- Have the teaching assistant present in the lab room at some lab sessions distributed over the course.

Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it

should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.
The course had 12 actively participating students of which 11 passed with honors (grade 5) and one failed. The lectures
were perceived as instructive and helpful in the learning process; maybe, in some cases, could have been less detailed
and focus more on principles. The programming assignments were perceived as fairly good, however, could probably be
reworked a bit to better convey the theories behind distributed-systems programming.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
- Replace programming assignment #2, the assignment on publish-subscribe systems, with an assignment that more
focuses on distributed systems programming and less on general programming.
- Rework some lecture slides to be more focused on principles. Maybe consider to do parts of the lecture on the blackboard.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.

